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5THFREEDOM
A PUBLICATION FOR THE BUFFALO GAY COMMUNITY APRIL 1983 FREE
"The Freedom to love whomever and however we want"
SPRING ARRIVES... AND WITH IT WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
Spring Is now upon us, so a word of advice to all
the women watchers out there: the place to be during the
next few months is on the women's softball circuit. Yes,
that's where the action is from late May through late
Aigust, and on the Niagara Frontier, the choices are many.
Several hundred teams are already registered with the
various city and county women's softball leagues, includ-
ing both fast-pitch and slow-pitch playing and various
levels of skill. Aside from the more standard league
teams, there's even an informal Canadian-Merican league
for women interested in playing non-competitively, just
for fun.
So, if you're interested in playing, it's time to
get down to some serious training and muscle-toning. Re-
member, not only do you want to avoid unnecessary injur-
ies from straining unprepared muscles, you also want to
be at your best to please these audiences full of ad-
miring women. Men certainly don't have a monopoly on the
"cruising gam*", especially when women's softball opens
on the Niagara Frontier.
Local Gay Bars Sponsor Teams
Both MC Compton's and
DianeDDuf f s Little Club
are once again sponsor-
ing several league teams.
Sherrill Cooper an-
nounces that Compton's
will be sponsoring a
total of five teams this
year on the MJNY and
Classic Leagues. last
year's undefeated cham-
pions, "Cooper's," can
be seen playing on Wed-
nesday evenings at the
Polonia diamonds, near
William Street and Fill-
more Avenue. Two other
MJNY teams, "Compton's
Too," and "Barrett's,"
will play on Monday
nights at the Manhattan
fields near Central
Park Plaza. Cn Tuesday
nights the action will
be at Houghton Park,
off Genesee Street near
Bailey Avenue, when the
two Classic League teams
will play - "Buffalo
Gold" and a still-un-
named team.
After the games, the action continues when the team play-
ers and fans head back to Compton's on Niagara Street for
celebrations. Whether it's a game won or lost, the spir-
its are always high as the camaraderie and fun of play-
ing extend into the night.
Diane Duff's winning team from last season will once
again be on the diamonds this year also. Stop in at the
Little Club on Main Street for more information about
when and where they can be seen playing.
Sponsor Needed For
"Fun Loving" team
"The Bears" is a team that's heading into its third
year of action on the MUNY League even while it's still
looking for a sponsor. (Anyone out there want to sponsor
a fun-loving, energetic group of hard-playing women?)
Viewing themselves as a "recreational" team, according to
"The Bears" manager, Susan Cook, they first organized as
a league team in 1981. The team grew out of a circle of
friends who decided to take some action on their continu-
ally-stated desire to play softball regularly. They
pulled together a roster of players, registered with the
MUNY League and found a sponsor to help off-set the costs
of playing on a league. These costs include the team's
registration fee, a per-game umpire's fee and T-shirts or
uniforms.
"The Bears" will be playing on Friday nights (loca*
tion unknown at press time) and regularly practices on
Wednesday evenings and Sunday afternoons at the hidden
diamond in Delaware Park. "Having fun is equally impor-
tant to winning," according to Susan, and the off-field
sports during practice and games are also known to be
every bit as important, according to other eye-witness
accounts.
Softball For Fun In Fort Erie
On Tuesday nights the Peace Bridge holds a lot of
traffic heading over to Fort Erie to play softball "just
for fun." Organized in 1981 by Canadian residents, Donna
and Lisa, the league offers a space for women who want to
play softball, but don't want any of the pressures of
regular league regulations and restrictions governing
team rosters, schedules and the like. So far the league
has not had regular, established team rosters. When
enough women show up for two complete teams, a regular
game is played. If fewer people are in attendance any
given week, then either the teams play short of nine
players or a form of rotation playing takes place.
The league includes women with varying levels of
skills and seriousness. Without regular team rosters,
winning first place is nobody*s priority. Players are
encouraged to increase their skills and play well, how-
ever, even though "winning" is not important. -As in any
softball league, the season ends with a banquet and pre-
sentation of trophies for various awards voted on by the
players.
Since there are no restrictions or deadlines on reg-
istering players, women are welcome to drop in any week
to join the fun. Those who have never even touched a
softball or bat before are encouraged to play on the Fort
Erie league.
Post-game celebrations are also not forgotten by
this recreational softball league, as the players leave
the field at sundown and take over one large corner of
the Waverly Hotel in Fort Erie. Although it's a typi-
cally straight bar with a country/western flavored juke-
box, the management makes the softball players feel wel-
come and right at home.
Information about the location of the playing field
in Fort Erie will be available later in April. Interested
women can check with the GLCC (call 886-1274 or drop by
97 Rhode Island Street on Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings, 7-9 pm) for the specifics, which may also be
posted at some of the bars.
Editorial
The New Bedford Questions
How could it happen?
That was the question asked by millions of Americans
last month as they learned the shocking news of what took
place one night in a bar in New Bedford, Massachusetts.
For two terror-filled hours, a 21 year old woman was the
object of a gang rape by four men, as fifteen other male
patrons of the bar reportedly watched, cheered and ap-
plauded the assailants. No one came to the woman's aid,
no one went to summon help.
What happened in New Bedford happened because too
often we as a society see rape not as the act of un-
speakable violence that it is, but as an act of sex.
Sex and rape, in fact, have nothing to do with each other.
As the gay community, we must recognize that rape
is our problem too. All women, straight or lesbian, can
be victims of rape, and gay men are also potential victims
of this crime.
While society is beginning to realize the gravity
of the crime of rape, there is still very little acknow-
ledgement of the existence of male rape victims. Until
recently, it was not uncommon for police departments
across the nation to laugh off reports of such crimes as
"impossible".
We know little, too, about the emotional and psycho-
logical effects of rape on its victims, be they female or
male. Those of us who have known the victims of such
crimes know that the hurt runs deep and lasts long.
It is shocking, then, to hear men, in admiration of
another male, saying things like, "I wouldn*t mind having
him rape mc." Even if only in jest, it is the New Bedford
mentality, running deep within our psyche.
The New Bedford tragedy raises some important ques-
tions all of us must ask ourselves. What would we have
done in the same situation? What would we have done if
we were the victim? How would we have reacted if the
victim were a male? And would millions of Americans have
expressed the same outrage if the victim had been a "fag-
got" or a "dyke"?
Only when we probe the recesses of our mind and for-
ever separate sex from the violent crime of rape will
such incidents be behind us. Until we do, the New Bed-
ford questions remain to haunt us all.
Dear Readers:
The Mattachine Society of the Niagara Frontier, Inc.
needs your support and interest. Mattachine provides a
number of services to the community that can only continue
if each idividual cares enough to help.
Services provided by M.S.N.F. include:
THE FIFTH FREEDOM: a monthly newspaper for the Buffalo
gay community.
PEER COUNSELING: available through the Gay Hotline,
881-5335 by trained volunteers
81-MONTHLY MEETINGS: first and third Sundays each month,
preceeded by a pot-luck dinner at 6:30 pm
SPEAKER*S BUREAU: shares information and attitudes about
the gay community with the public
MEMBERSHIP: includes discount to all M.S.N.F. events and
free mailing of the FIFTH FREEDOM. Dues are only $10/year
Counselor Training Sessions Postponed
Because of insufficient enrollment and a need for
further publicity, the twelve-week training course for
persons interested in doing peer counseling on the
Mattachine-sponsored Gay Hotline has been postponed until
late August or early September.
Meanwhile further work in revising materials for the
course will continue. The dozen trained counselors in-
volved in the revamping project will meet next Saturday,
April 23 from 10 a.m. until noon at the Gay and Lesbian
Community Center (GLCC).
Further publicity will be released through the FIFTH
FREEDOM when the dates are more definite. Persons inter-
ested in signing up for the counselor training course can
continue to contact Mattachine in the meantime. A list
of interested persons is being kept and these people will
be contacted about starting dates when it is appropriate.
A list is also being compiled of all area persons
who have completed the course. If you are one of these
persons, please contact Mattachine's Health Committee by
mail or telephone.
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You can support these activities by joining Mattachine.
Please do so by sending your check to:
Membership, c/o Mattachine, P.O. Box 155, Ellicott
Station, Buffalo, N.Y., 14205
I would like to become a member
Please renew my membership
Name
Address ;
Phone number
COVER DRAWING: pen and ink titled
"The warm weather brings them out"
By John Gillette. 1983
Changes In Leadership and Location
For MCC Buffalo
Effective March 13, 1983, Reverend Sherry L. Kennedy
has been appointed the Worship Coordinator for Metropoli-
tan Community Church of Buffalo. The appointment was
made by the Northeast District of the Universal Fellow-
ship of Metropolitan Community Churches and follows the
resignation/retirement of Buff Fisher.
Reverend Fisher's first public announcement of her
retirement was made at the February 27 open meeting of
the GLCC, held to discuss the financing and search for
larger quarters for the Center. "I'm tired," she ex-
plained as the reason for her retirement.
Kennedy and Fisher both reaffirmed their group's
support for the GLCC during that meeting. More recently,
in discussing another important announcement regarding a
change of location for MCC's Sunday worship service, Rev-
erend Kennedy again stressed MCC's support for the Center.
Since last November, MCC has held worship services
at 3:15 every Sunday at the GLCC. Beginning April 17,
the group will begin meeting at the Unitarian Universallst
Church of Amherst, 6320 Main Street, Williamsville at
6:30 pm every Sunday. Plans have been made to provide
transportation to and from downtown through a car pool.
Arrangements for door-to-door transportation can be made
by calling Reverend Kennedy at 689-0890.
Kennedy is a 1982 graduate of the Pastoral Ministries
Program of the Southern Baptist Seminary Extension and a
licensed minister through Greater Works Outreach School
of Ministry in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. When asked about
the reason for her designation as Worship Coordinator
rather than Minister, Kennedy explained that MCC Buffalo
is still designated as a study group of MCC, and must
have a membership of at least 35 persons to attain the
status of a chartered church within the Universal Fellow-
ship of MCC. Reverend Kennedy is optimistic about achiev-
ing this goal in Buffalo. "I have faith that this will
happen," she stated in a recent interview. "We've been
through a lot of struggle and I think our time will come
soon."
A native of West Virginia, Kennedy is the founder of
that state's first MCC, in Morgantown, where she served
two years as worship coordinator. Reverend Kennedy also
worked as a Student Clergy with MCC Pittsburgh for a year
and worked with the early meetings of the Charleston,
West Virginia group.
Although she sees a marked difference in the reli-
gious climate here, Kennedy finds the challenge of an ac-
tive, metropolitan area very exciting. In discussing the
move from downtown to the suburbs for the Sunday worship
services, she stressed both her support for the GLCC and
her continued commitment to serving the needs of downtown
residents. At the same time, she indicated that the move
is responsive to a number of requests for services in
that locale by residents from Lockport, Clarence and oth-
er northern areas, and follows a steady decrease in the
size of the downtown congregation.
Reverend Kennedy's long-term goals include not only
attaining the full status of being a chartered church,
but also of finding a suitable, gay owned/operated space
to meet in. She remains interested in a suggestion made
by an individual at the February 27 GLCC meeting, which
raised the possibility of a collaboration between the two
organizations toward the purchase of property for a gay
center, although no further discussions have been held
between the two groups regarding the matter.
In the meantime, MCC will continue to hold Thursday
evening Bible rap sessions at the GLCC, 97 Rhode Island
Street, at 7:00. Attendance at these sessions has been
very low during the recent weeks, but Kennedy is reluc-
tant to eliminate these meetings without giving them an-
other chance to pick up, because they have served to
meet the needs of many people in confronting the problems
of being gay and a Christian in the modern world.
Reverend Kennedy also announced the publication of
a newsletter, Marantha Monthly, beginning in May. Per*-
sons interested in being placed on the mailing list can
contact MCC at 689-0890, or by mail at P.O. Box 114, East
Amherst, N.Y., 14051.
(Editor's note: During Gay Pride Fest, planned for
early June, members of MCC Buffalo will present their be-
liefs and theology in a workshop. Watch the next issue
for more details.)
Outreach to Gays by
Buffalo Presbyterians
Three seminars were, held recently dealing with Gays
and efforts to establish a More Light Church at the West-
minster Presbyterian Church in the Allentown District.
Coordinated by Dorothy J. Brown, chairperson of the
More Light Committee and hosted by Senior Pastor Thomas
P. Stewart, both with Westminster, the first time sessions
attracted about 50 interested church members.
Newly-formed Presbyterians for Lesbian & Gay Concerns
(PLGC), along with Ken and Sue Rummenie, also Westminster
members, coordinated the meetings, which started with the
Shewing of the documentary film, ''Word Is Out" on February
23, followed by discussion groups.
March 2 featured invited speakers from the Gay Com-
munity and included Tom Hammond, from Child & Family Ser-
vices, Hanford Searl Jr., Co-Director of Affirmation: Gay
& Lesbian Mormons and secretary for Gay Profesionals, and
Sam Loliger, member of the United Church Coalition for
Lesbian/Gay Concerns and the Vice-President of the Matta-
chine Society of the Niagara Frontier.
The final and third session, "The Attitude and Posi-
tion of the Church Regarding Homosexuality," on March 9,
spotlighted Pastoral Counselor Lew Eigler reading his ex-
tensive paper which calls for total acceptance of Gays
into the faith. He lead a discussion afterwards.
At. the Qonclusion of these three seminars, PLGC and
More Light Committee members merged forces to move ahead
for establishing a More Light status for Westminster
Presbyterian Church.
A More Light designation calls for a special ministry
and outreach into the Gay Community, focusing on equal
participation by Gay men and women.
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In Concert at the
Tralfamadore Cafe
ROBIN FLOWER
STRONG PICKING PERFORMANCES BY
Jk ROBIN FLOWER ON GUITAR, MANDOLIN
AND FIDDLE, ACCOMPANIED BY HER
Bk OWN ALL WOMEN BLUEGRASS BAND
M I JL B a creative songwriter andJ W\ $M L ARRANGER. ROBIN FLOWER WEAVES-JSpJ A JAZZ INpLUENCE INTO COUNTRY
:« T^'■ X BLUEGRASS MUSIC AND ADDS ANf)m n extra touch of socialjl IL ~jM B CONSCIENCE AND COMPASSION
Sun APri| 17 B:3°■ ■ Tickets: $5 advance
V at: EMMA
Rhinopotomus
W Pl^l a Ticketronr"^"^,:l Tralfamadore
■ mSI MCComptons
$6 at door
Allen Restaurant /^tM
16 ALLEN STREET 881 " °586Allen Restaurant SD -^i
16 ALLEN STREET V ft?OSff'-lLfeiTjl ~ J TUES ' WED " THURSAllen Restaurant fri. n am B ioVm16 ALLEN STREET i*^^'; gf *jP? SAT 6PM"IO PM
Allen Restaurant l^JSi'thi^» "Kitchen closes 15 minutes16 ALLEN STREET j£ " prior to cios.ng"
Book Reviews from EMMA
Lesbian Studies Anthology
Lesbian Studies: Present and Future. Margaret Cruikshank.
Old Westbury, NY: The Feminist Press, 1982. $7.95
This looks like a textbook, but it's obviously "out"-
"Lesbian" is printed in 20 different contexts on the la-
vender cover—and it obviously covers what no textbook
does. Lesbian Studies is an anthology edited and intro-
duced by Margaret Cruikshank, who was also the editor of
The Lesbian Path (Niaid, 1980), "the first book made up
entirely of short personal narratives by lesbians."
Cruikshank at one time was a closeted head of a Women's
Studies program at a large Minnesota university: "At that
time (1977), I would not have guessed that within a few
years, the phrase 'lesbian studies 1 would sound as natural
as 'women's studies,' or that, having taught a women's
literature course in 1975 without once having said the
word 'lesbian,' I would propose this anthology."
Lesbian Studies includes a series of articles on
teaching lesbian studies, autobiographical experiences of
lesbians in academia, and critical essays in a section
called "New Research/New Perspectives." While most of
the articles are new, some are reprinted, for example:
Lillian Faderman's "Who Hid Lesbian History" from Frontiers,
Elly Bulkin's "Kissing/Against the Light: A Look at
Lesbian Poetry" from Radical Teacher and her lesbian
poetry anthology, and Becky Birtha's "Is Feminist Criti-
cism Really Feminist?" from Sojourner.
Beck Birtha's answer to her article's question sets
the theme for the anthology: "A book which insists on
using language that most women can't understand —language
which oppresses women by class—can't be feminist. A
book for example, on important women writers, that only
discusses white women writers can' t, by definition, be
feminist." Race and class are discussed throughout, be-
cause women's studies must be, by definition, the study
of all women, and as women, especially woman-identified-
women, we know too well how easy it is to be excluded/om-
itted and/or buried—and further, how we often exclude
ourselves, not just as women teaching white male studies,
but as lesbians teaching women's studies.
Buffalo women will recognize a number of the contri-
butors and the bibliographical entries. Becky Birtha, a
Black poet and critic, participated in Women's Studies
College (WSC) at SUNYAB in the early '70s. Madeline
Davis, a local librarian and singer, taught a lesbian
studies course during the same period at WSC and describes
that experience in her article, "Learning Through Teaching."
The syllabus from that course in 1972 is included, along
with others, in the Appendix. Madeline Davis, Elizabeth
Kennedy, and the Buffalo Women's Oral History Project are
mentioned several times by others for their pioneering
work in lesbian oral history. Vern and Eonnie Bullough,
local Buffalo Deans and sex researchers, are cited for
their Signs article, "Lesbianism in the 1920s and 19305..."
And finally, Cherrie Moraga and Barbara Smith, "lesbian
Literature: A Third World Feminist Perspective," are fami-
liar to many Buffalo women from the "Voices of Women
Writers" event last April as well as their poetry and cri-
ticism in This Bridge Called My_ Badk: Writings By Radical
Women of Color.
As Cruikshank says in the introduction, "Even in 1977,
at the first lesbian caucus of the new National Women's
Studies Association, it would have been hard to imagine
lesbian-feminist scholarship as it exists today,....when
lesbians of color are publishing numerous books and arti-
cles; when the current edition of The Lesbian in Litera-
ture contains more than seven thousand entries; and when
lesbian archives and history projects are starting or ex-
panding in New York, San Francisco, Washington, Buffalo,
and other cities."
Lesbian Studies, collectively, is a goldmine of in-
formation in its articles, bibliographies, and syllabi.
You may pick up some little known facts such as: Aphra
Behn (English playwright, poet, and novelist of the 1600s
and the first woman to earn a living by writing) was a
lesbian, and Kavelock Ellis was impotent and his wife
(unnamed) was a lesbian. I recommend this book for every
lesbian who has ever been frustrated trying to find a
lesbian in the card catalogue.
Emma The Buffalo Women's Bookstore
168 Elmwood Avenue (near North St.)
Buffalo, New York 14201
(716) 885-2285
Hours: Monday-Friday 11-7; Sat. 12-5
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THUR. BUCK NIGHT
75* BAR BRANDS &
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FRI. 9-12
SUN. TEA DANCE
w/Mario, 1/2price
Disc-Jockeys:
Wed. Thurs. Sat.
Joe the p"
Sun. Tue. Fri.~Dr. JOHN"
DON'T FORGET TO PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF
CITY LIGHTS 'BEAT OF THE NIGHT' MAGAZINE
FOR THE LATEST NEWS.
The Gay Legal Adviser
CivilRights For Gays in N.Y.S.?
Dear FIFTH FREEDOM Legal Advisor:
Several of my co-workers, in an office that is part
of a privately-owned business, recently learned that I am
gay because of my participation in a workshop on gay is-
sues which was open to the public. There is a possibili-
ty that this information will make its way to my super-
visor and the owner. Since their attitudes are not very
favorable toward gays, I'm worried about my job security.
My work record is good. Do they have a right to fire mc
simply because I'm gay? If they do, have I got any re-
course to fight for re-instatement, or unemployment at
least? Being single, I'm the sole support for myself,
and I'm extremely worried about the whole matter.
A Worried Reader
(Probably one of many)
Dear Worried Reader(s):
If you were going to be fired because of your sex,
race, religion, national origin, age or marital status,
you would be protected by state and/or federal civil
rights legislation, which applies to most private sector
employers. Since your claim here is discrimination based
on sexual preference, you cannot invoke the protection of
existing New York State and federal fair employment laws,
because they do not cover sexual preference.
If your employer was a public employer, such as a
local or federal governmental unit, you would be entitled
to certain "due process" rights, which arguably would pre-
vent you from being deprived of "property" (your job) for
a reason unrelated to your job performance.
If you are a member of a labor union, your collec-
tive bargaining agreement probably contains a provision
stating that employees cannot be fired without "good
cause". Homosexual activities unrelated to your work
performance should not constitute "good cause", so in
that event, file a grievance.
If you are fired for being gay, by all means apply
for unemployment insurance benefits. Although you may be
denied benefits if you are fired for Job-related miscon-
duct, your personal lifestyle is not job-related miscon-
duct.
My answer to you would have been far more optimis-
tic if our state had legislation on the books protecting
gays from discrimination in employment. And yes, dear
readers, there is something you can do to help!
GAY CIVIL RIGHTS BILL
Bills have been introduced in the New York State
Senate (#51928) and Assembly (#A2480) to amend New York
State civil rights laws - which prohibit discrimination
in the areas of employment, education, public accommoda-
tions and housing due to age, race, creed, color, nation-
al origin, sex and marital status - to include affection-
al or sexual preference. The bill is out of the Assembly
Government Operations Committee and will be voted on in
late April or early May by the full Assembly. In the
State Senate, the bill still waits to be voted on in com-
mittee.
GAY LOBBYIST NEEDS LETTERS OF SUPPORT
The New York State Lesbian and Gay Lobby (NYSLGL)
has hired a lobbyist from Rochester, Patti Evans, who
will be approaching Western New York legislators in Al-
bany. She needs letters from each of us stating that we
are aware that gay rights legislation has been introduced,
that we are in support of such legislation, and that we
are authorizing her to talk to our representatives on our
behalf ta urge them to vote in favor of such legislation.
Send your letters to: Patti Evans, 31 Woodlawn, Roches-
ter, N.Y., 14607.
Next, take a few more minutes to write directly to
your State Assemblypersons and Senators on your own. Then,
the next time an employee is fire , >for being gay and says
"There oughta be a law," maybe there will be one.
RELATED NEWS: CHILD CUSTODY BILL SET FOR VOTE
Another gay rights bill was released by the Judici-
ary Committee in February for a full Assembly vote in Ap-
ril or May. This bill directs that child custody and
visitation rights cannot be withheld on the basis of sex-
ual orientation.
GAY LOBBY DAY IN ALBANY APRIL 19
A General lobby Day has been scheduled by the NYSIGL
for Tuesday, April 19, beginning at 9:30 am, covering
both these bills.
Send your letters of support for these bills to Patti
Evans SOON, so that she will have them to take to your
representatives on this date.
The General Lobby Day events, including a training
session for those who have never lobbied before, are open
to anyone who wishes to join them. NYSLGL will arrange
free lodging the night of April 18 for those who need it.
Travel arrangements may also be arranged. For further
information or travel or lodging information, call Patti
Evans in Rochester at (716) 271-0321.
Along with these efforts, the NYSLGL is proposing
further legislation, including the introduction of a bill
guaranteeing spouse equivalents the same benefits open to
spouses, and a bill insuring that sexual orientation is
not considered in college admissions or awarding finan-
cial aid.
Anyone interested in contacting the Lesbian and Gay
Lobby for information, or to make a contribution (which
places you on the mailing list for their newsletter) can
write to: NYSLGL, P.O. Box 932, Albany, N.Y., 12201.
THE FIFTH FREEDOM APRIL 1983
This colimn is a new feature of the FIFTH FREEDOM.
It is written by a Buffalo attorney and will examine news
about gay-related issues from the legislative fronts and
the courts.
Readers are invited to send their own questions re-
garding gay-related legal issues to the FIFTH FREEDOM Le-
gal Advisor. However, only those letters printed in this
column will be answered. Letters not used in the FIFTH
FREEDOM will not receive personal responses, and no di-
rect legal services will be provided through this news-
paper.
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CHIROPRACTOR
3438 WALDEN AVENUE
DEPEW, N.Y. 14043 (716) 685-4141
GAY YOUTH: Past and Present parti
"Gay Life: Issues Affecting Children"
Approximately 170 people attended a day-long con-
ference entitled, "Gay Life: Issues Affecting Children"
held on Friday, March 18 at the Buffalo Psychiatric Cen-
ter. Sponsored by the Child Mental Health Consortium,
in cooperation with the National Association of Social
Workers Task Force on Gay and Lesbian Issues and the
Western New York Association of Professionals Working
in Human Sexuality, the conference served as a valuable
and general sensitization to the issue of homosexuality
and how it concerns children and adolescents.
The participants, agency and school based child and
adolescent health and welfare workers and therapists from
the Western New York Area, attended because they wanted
to learn more about the subject and use this knowledge
to help improve the services that they provide. Infor-
mally, many participants noted an increase in the number
of gay and lesbian parents and adolescents among their
clients in recent times.
Organized chiefly through the efforts of Tom Hammond,
the conference began with the showing of the film, "Word
Is Out," which was followed by a panel of Ms. Madeline
Davis, Ms. Sheila Feingold, and Dr. James Haynes, who
answered anonymous questions from the audience. Although
most questions were theoretical and informational in na-
ture, one question focused on a participants own pain in
"coming out." Ms. Davis responded beautifully to this
cry for help.
The conference then split into five smaller group
sessions that raised these questions: 1) how early is
sexual object choice made? 2) do gay or lesbian parents
influence their children to choose a homosexual life-
style? 3) how does a gay/lesbian "come out" to family
and friends? 4) where do homosexual adolescents find
supportive peers? and 5) what kinds of messages do agen-
cies give to homosexual persons?
Of these workshop sessions, the one most popularly
attended was entitled, "Working with Gay and Lesbian
Adolescents." Highlighting the statistics, certain
agency experiences, and the personal experience of coming
out below the age of 21, the workshop's panel and parti-
cipants came to one disheartening conclusion: that there
is currently no place in Buffalo to refer lesbian and gay
adolescents seeking the support of their peers.
The Gay Youth Concept
The first Gay Youth peer support group was formed in
New York City in 1970. It was an independent group, not
connected with a "parent" gay organization. Its weekly
Saturday afternoon meetings were held on the property of
the Metropolitan Community Church. Thirteen years later,
Gay Youth of New York still meets weekly.
The unique characteristic of Gay Youth as a peer or-
ganization, usually open to those 21 and under, is a con-
troversial one. Much of the controversey centers around
the counseling of adolescents, and who is qualified to
perform such counseling. Others raise an image of the
social nature of the group, some frustrated by not being
allowed to socialize at a meeting with members of a Gay
Youth organization. The age limit has led to miscon-
ceptions among the older gay community, yielding an image
of age-ism.
Yet, the benefits of peer group support is not a new
concept. For years, other successful peer groups have
been conducted. Alcoholics Anonymous is a peer group;
Gray Panthers, for senior citizens; there are even groups
now for unemployed business executives over agß 40.
The concept of a peer organization was formed to
meet the special needs of adolescents and young people who
are in the process of coming out. A key need is to over-
come a sense of isolation. In high school and at home in
the neighborhood, young gay people are feeling isolated
and alone. Most, though not all, know of older gay people,
or know of the existence of gay bars. However, many do
not have friends who are gay in their own age range. The
effects of this special loneliness can be large; it can
become a contributing factor in adolescent suicide, drug
abuse, school dropout, delinquency and the development of
psychiatric problems.
Another important need is one of positive self-esteem
as a gay or lesbian person. There exists constant negative
reinforcement of homosexuality in our society. In very
few places can a person who is coming out get active per-
mission and'support for such a choice, and the number of
places decreases drastically if the person is below the
legal drinking age. The gay youth concept includes pro-
viding an atmosphere where a young person can feel good
about coming out. This positive self-esteem then leads
to more positive relationships with gay people in the
future.
Another need is dealing with one's parents. By sha-
ring experiences, Gay Youth members learn ways to handle
rocky home situations. Sometimes Gay Youth simply becomes
a weekly oasis for people living in unstable homes.
The need to complete their high school education is
one that, perhaps, is easily accomplished by Gay Youth
groups. Often peer support enables a young person to per-
severe through difficult times at school. The realization
of independence as a college student away from home is an
appropriate goal to encourage and work for with these
young people.
Today, there exists the unique need of accurate inforn
mation for gay and lesbian youth. The image of homosexua-
lity as painted by the media is , as we know, often inac-
curate. With such health problems as hepatitis, venereal
disease and AIDS affecting the gay community, these prob-
lems do and will touch younger and younger people. Along
with this need, there is a need for positive role models.
Invited guests who talk about such topics as being gay and
being a professional, relationships, or the history of the
gay movement, serve as an important learning experience.
The gay youth concept recognizes each of these needs,
and provides, in a peer support framework, the best mec-
hanism available to meet such needs. Successful groups
exist today in Los Angeles, New York, Toronto, Anchorage,
Phoenix, San Francisco, New Haven, Washington, D.C., Bal-
timore and Boston. In 1979 and 1980, Buffalo had one,
too.
Part II of this article will appear in the next issue,
and will examine the history of Gay Youth organizations
in Buffalo, along with the prospects for the future.
Cockle Shells and Silver Bells
March and April are the big seed starting months,
but they are also the best time to start cuttings from
houseplants. To speed up root formation of most house-
plant slips, add to the water a few pieces of broken, new
willow stems. The new, budding willows release a subs-
tance which speeds and strengthens root systems. T have
had good results using the same method to start seeds as
well. (Note: there are a number of willows along the lake
path, Delaware Park.)
Most of your houseplants will need re-potting into
larger pots now after slow winter dormancy.
If you have a backyard garden, /pril should be a busy
time for you. Start seeds of Portalaca, Forget-me-nots,
and Pot Marigolds (Calendula) in seed flats indoors.
Tomatoes, Peppers, Parsley, Celery, and Lettuce should al-
so be planted indoors now, to have seedlings ready to put
into the garden when the weather is warm enough. For
starting seeds I use a general mixture of equal parts of
milled sphagnum peat moss, fine vermiculite,and perlite.
Cover the trays or pots with clear plastic bags to insure
adequate and consistent moisture.
Outdoors you should turn over your beds, remove the
mulch from your rosebushes and shrubs, and give them all
some manure. Plant English Ivy, Juniper, and Periwinkles.
It's too late to start looking through seed catalogs, but
it's a good time to visit the nursery. Marigolds and Pe-
tunias are hardy and beautiful and offer the added feature
of repelling insects that could otherwise decimate an un-
protected garden. Using the following planting informa-
tion will increase your odds of having success this spring.
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PLANTING CALENDAR. Above ground crops
14th, 15th, 19th, 20th, 25th, 26th.
Root Crops Ist, 4th, sth, 6th, 9th, 10th,
11th, 27th, 28th. Transplant 13th-19th.
Seed Beds Ist, 19th, 20th, 27, 28th, 29th.
Flowers 19th, 20th, 25th, 26th.
Kill plant pests 7th, Bth, 21st, 23rd, 24th.
SELections
by Samuel E. Loliger
"I think that I shall never see... a gay organi-
zation that's all it ought to be."
For the kinds of social oppression and personal hurts
that many of us have experienced, it regularly amazes mc
how unfeeling and petty we can be sometimes to those who
are our gay sisters and brothers. To my way of thinking
a collection of lesbians and gay men who call themselves
an organization are duty-bound to be a caring community
for each other while offering serious and fun times for
all.
"M organization whose members never stray... who
never miss a meeting and then forever stay away."
Sure, there are many interests and good reasons that
can keep a person away from this meeting or that one.
But why do so many people feel they cannot make needed
changes in an organization from within, by being an active
part of it? I have yet to hear of the gay organization
(in the best sense of the phrase) that cannot to one
degree or another work to support its membership in mat-
ters that relate to that essential part of our being, our
sexual orientation.
"A group that recognizes differing views... whose
leadership never gets the blues."
The half dozen or so gay organizations that I have
been involved with since coming cut share a common prob-
lem. They all have people as their members! People with
differing attitudes, and ideas, and philosophies. People
with their various explanations of what is wrong with the
organization and its clique-ish leadership. What's the
answer? Sharing the load!
"Where gossips never peddle lies... or make com-
plaints and only criticize."
As stated above, we need each other's support. With-
out some of the trappings non-gays experience in their
living and loving arrangements with each other, we can ill
afford the kind of behavior that has us waiting in the
wings for a break-up of a relationship, whether it is a
dyad or a larger secondary group. This may occur even to
the point of helping such a situation along by passing
along the rumor of an impending "split."
"Such a perfect organization there may be... but one
such is not known to mc."
Each of the groups that I am part of is not perfect,
and that is probably too much hope for given its human
membership limitation. Maybe "perfection" is in the ex-
cellent elements of each, and in the mind-blending exer-
cise for myself as I feel part of the movement for gay
and human liberation.
With Gay Pride Fest '83 on the horizon in Buffalo,
it's time to get moving. The issues associated with gay
liberation must go beyond the partying and grooving.
After.-all, remember a groove is a rut!
"God, Gays, and the Gospel"
Previewed by Troy Perry
On March 2, the Reverend Troy D. Perry, founder of
the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Chur-
ches, appeared in Buffalo as part of his international
fundraising campaign for the church's upcoming television
special, "God, Gays and the Gospel: This is Our Story."
His visit was hosted by members of Buffalo's MCC.
The Reverend Buff Fisher, then Worship Coordinator
of MCC Buffalo, welcomed nearly sixty people to the pre-
sentation at the Niagara Porter Library, opening with
the statement: "My life was a mess. When I first met
Troy, I was going back to Buffalo to witness to some of
the people I used to drink and fight with to tell them
how God can move in their life."
Reverend Perry, a clear-eyed, clarion-voiced, eccle-
siastically-wisecracking, energy-infused Firebrand, gave
a brief history of MCC, telling how the church has grown
to become a worldwide organization. He reported that a
new MCC is being commissioned on the average of one per
week.
Reverend Perry addressed the issue of why MCC is
putting their energies behind a television special. He
talked about watching Jerry Falwell and Anita Bryant on
television, dealing with gays as labels instead of as
people. Perry went on to explain how these evangelists
effectively use the media to give millions of middle An-
ericans a mostly negative view of "our issue". He also
spoke about MCC's early broadcast experience on Los An-
geles radio.
Speaking about the need for this kind of endeavor
and the kind of support it has drawn from across the
country, Perry related the story of evangelist Oral Ro-
bert's son, Ron, who came to him with his own, painful
"coming out" story. He said that Ron will not be able
to watch the completed show because of his suicide. Rev-
erend Perry's files are full of letters similar to the
one from a woman who wrote: "If only my father had known
when he was young that God loved him just the way he was,
in fact that God created him that way..."
"God, Gays and the Gospel" looks at the history of
MCC. It chronicles the church's acceptance of people, as
people, loved by God, no matter what else they are.
Following Reverend Perry's opening remarks, raw vi-
deotape footage of the special, being produced by a Van-
couver, B.C. television company called Gayblevision, was
shown. Men and women of all sizes, ages and colors were
seen expressing their interpretations of God's genuine
love of us as we are. Those people in attendance at the
Niagara Porter Library fell silent as the tape rolled.
It was a quiet expression of solidarity seldom seen in
the Buffalo gay community.
The MCC Buffalo event was significant enough to
prompt WKBW-TV's Penny Daniels to bring a film crew to
the library, but several members of the audience balked
at being filmed, even from the back. Perry, obviously
an expert at dealing with media types, acted the protec-
tive shepherd and allowed no picture taking.
The audience reaction reflects the fact that much
needs to be done to raise the gay and lesbian community's
self image, which is battered by society's negative por-
trayals and treatment of gay life. Though MCC is a fledg-
ling group, it is ready to stand at the forefront of Gay
Liberation locally. Troy Perry's enthusiasm and honesty
serve as an inspiration and role model for MCC's struggle
to be accepted, not only within the gay community, but
also by the larger society as a whole. They encourage
the community's support of this important television
special.
Donations totalling more than $150 were collected
that evening. MCC representatives note that further con-
tributions can be sent to UFMCC-TV Fund, 5300 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd., Suite 304, Los Angeles, California, 90029.
(see related story: New Leadership and Worship Space For
MCC, page )
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Abbreviations have been used in the calendar for the following locations:
U.W: Unitarian Church of Williamsville,632o Main St 4- call 823-0537 or 886-1274 for location
GLCC: Gay and Lesbian Community Center, 97 Rhode Island St. T.H: 107 Toimsend Hall, SUNYAB Main St. Campus
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FIFTH FREEDOM STAFF MEETINGS
WEDNESDAYS 7 30p.m. GLCC, 97 RHODE ISLAND ST.
Anyone interested in joining the staff of THE FIFTH FREEDOM — either as a
fully involved member or an occasional contributor --is asked to attend
these meetings. THE FIFTH FREEDCM welcomes new members.
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Relatives And Friends Of Gays
Relatives and Friends of Gays, a local chapter of
the national Parents and Friends of Gays organization is
alive and well and meeting monthly in Buffalo, according
to Tom Hammond, a founder and coordinator of the group.
"Relatives and friends" include husbands, wives,
mothers, fathers and other loved ones who have a gay per-
son in their lives. It is a support group for the wife
who learns that her husband is gay. It is a place where
the father of a gay person can turn for understanding and
information, or to vent his anger, sadness and guilt. It
is an organization for straight people who want to know
how other straight people have dealt with loved ones com-
ing out of the closet.
The group crystalized in June *82 during Gay Pride
Fest, when a workshop on the subject netted a large turn-
out of gay people and their relatives. Members of the
Rochester Parents and Friends of Gays organization gave
advice on how to set up a support group, and the Buffalo
group first met in July f B2. They have met monthly ever
since.
Some meetings are "closed", meaning that only straight
relatives and friends can attend. Other meetings are
"open", so that straight members can invite their gay
loved ones to attend with them.
So far, attendance has included fathers, mothers and
spouses of gay people. An article in the BUFFALO NEWS
in January of this year brought several new members to
the group, which is now actively seeking other people
who are "in their same shoes."
Meetings are held around the middle of each month
(usually the third Wednesday, but call to be sure). If
you are a gay man or a lesbian who has parents, spouse or
friends who need support, understanding or information,
encourage them to attend a meeting, alone or with you.
Confidentiality is strictly adhered to. Call Tom Hammond
at BA2-2750 (days) or 885-0267>(evenings) for further in-
formation.
The next scheduled meeting is Sunday, April 17 (time
as yet undetermined). Guest speaker will be Tom Sauerman,
a representative of the National Parents and Friends of
Gays and president of the Philadelphia chapter.
Presbyterians For Gay/Lesbian Concerns
On April 13, 1983, at 7:30 pm, the Western Mew. York
chapter of Fresbyterians for Lesbian/Gay Concerns will
host a lecture by Dr. Lewis Bigler on "Intimacy and
Mutuality
," at Westminster Fresbyterian Church, 724
Delaware Avenue, P.uffalo, NY, (716) 884-9437.
Presbyterians for Lesbian/Gay Concerns is a national
organization of United Fresbyterians concerned about the
Church's ministry to gay and lesbian people. It seeks to
foster better understanding of gay people and their prob-
lems among the general public as well as greater accep-
tance v.'ith the United Presbyterian Church.
AIDs Information
There has been some concern that blood plasma used
in making the hepatitis B vaccine is obtained from gay
ciLin, who are the most numerous victims of acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Two Food and Drug Administ-
ration physicians, in a February issue of the Journal of
the Anerican Medical Association, have underscored the
safety of the vaccine and urged that vaccination of high
risk groups continue.
There has been speculation that AIDS may be caused
by an agent that can be transmitted through blood or blood
products. There has been no medical evidence thus far to
support any claim that the vaccine had caused AIDS. It is
highly unlikely that the AIDS agent would be able to sur-
vive the purification and inactivation procedures in pro-
cessing the vaccine. Gay males remain a high-risk group
for hepatitis B, while lesbians are at no increased risk
(than that of the general population).
Talk On AIDs April 12
The head of the Immunology Clinic at Erie County
Medical Center (ECMC) and a representative from Smith/
Kline (lineal Lab Inc. will speak about acquired iiaumne
deficiency syndrome (AIDS) and related diseases at the
Gay Professionals meeting on April 12.
Dr. Madeline Lilly, of ECMC, and Michael Wasielewski,
from Smith/Kline, will discuss the latest facts and deI-velopments regarding the /JDS epidemic.
Call the GLCC at 886-1274 or Tom Eammond at 842-2750
days or 855-2067 nights for details.
Gay Pride Fest '83
Flans for this summer's annual Gay Pride Fest Acti-
vities are veil underway already. The next planning
meeting for the GPF '83 Coalition is Monday, April 11,
7:3G pm at the GLCC, 97 Rhode Island St. At this meet-
ing the schedule of workshops will be finalized and plans
for publicity will begin.
Cay Fride Fest '83 willkick-off on Friday, June 3
with the popular Gay Pride cruise or Ms. Euffalo IT. The
price is $7 this year, and tickets will be available be-
ginning April 16 at the GLCC Auction. This event is al-
ways a sell-out, so' watch for more information about tic-
ket sales. This year's cruise will feature dance music
taped by the popular disc jockey, Marilyn Rodgers, for-
merly of MC Compton's, now the evening spinner for WELK-FM.
Be sure to plan ahead, also, for the /nnual Gay Pride
picnic, once again to be held at Chestnut Pidge Park on
Sunday, June 12 beginning at noon. Charcoal will be pro-
vided to keep the barbeque pits going for everyone's cook-
outs, but bring your own picnic food. Keg beer and iced
tea will be available at a low cost as well.
Various workshops are being planned for the first two
weeks of June, including a presentation by Bill Gardner,
author of the special report in last month's.- FIFTH FREEDOM.,
about gays and the law.
Complete details about the 1983 Gay Pride Fest acti-
vities and workshops will be presented in the May issue of
the FIFTH FREEDOM. For further information, contact the
GLCC at 386-1274.
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your chance to pick up some real
bargains while you support Buffalo's
GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER
All kinds of merchandise -- new and used
Various services: dinners, desserts, artwork, haircuts,
chiropractic evaluation, interior
decorating services, one-year pass to
GLCC events and much more
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER
LOCATED AT 97 RHODE ISLAND STREET, BUFFALO, TEL. 886-12?U
GLCC Coffee Houses
An informal coffeehouse is held every Friday evening
at the Gay and Lesbian Community Center, 97 Rhode Island
Street. Beginning at 7:00 the Center is open, a pot of
hot vater for coffee or tea is on, various refreshments
are out, and people begin to drop by for a casual even-
ing of fun, games and conversation. Activities at the
coffeehouse vary as much as the participants. Everyone
is welcome to drop by theGLCC on Friday evenings for some
fun and socializing in a gay space.
The GLCC is also open on Monday and Wednesday from
7-9 pm and on Saturday from 2-4 pm. GLCC general meet-
ings are held the first and third Tuesday of each month
at 7:00 pm, and are open to anyone interested in helping
to maintain a gay and lesbian center in the Buffalo com-
munity. The GLCC can be contacted at 886-1274. An an-
swering machine provides information and records messages
when the Center is not open.
The AuralColumn
By: Joseph Shuder II
Lights, Action, Duck!
"Have you eyes?
Could you on this fair mountain love to feed,
And batten on this moor? Ha! Have you eyes?"
Hamlet 111. iv. 65-67
Hi there! Thought I died, didn't you? Owing to my in-
creased role in the administrative end of things here at
Publishing Storefront, a hectic production schedule at
the. Kavinoky Theater and pressing Gay Legal Rights infor-
mation for the March edition, T have been absent since
January.
The easy out when thinking of what topic to write on
would be publishing the second half of the antenna art-
icle from January. But other items seemed more import-
ant. Nonetheless the creative muse did not strike with
authority until this past Wednesday night. There I was,
sucking up a Bud at the back bar at City Lights, becom-
ing re-infatuated with Joey the D's magnificent mixes
when I looked upward and noticed the lights over the
dancefloor.
THE COMPLAINT
It came to my attention that the light shows we should
be getting when we are out and about are not there. This
is true to a greater or lesser extent at all three of Buf-
falo's major gay dance clubs: City Lights, M.C. Compton's
and The Villa Capri.
LET'S BE FRIENDS
It is not my intent to offend any bar owners with
these comments. I have good working relationships with
all of them and hope to keep it that way. Indeed, the
owners of all three establishments have gone to consider-
able trouble and expense to offer their customers excel-
lent and highly individual light systems. No, I have no
complaints here.
I know the DJ's too. We are all friendly and Ido
not mean to cause any antagonism.
REMEMBERING
Who could forget Mc And My Arrow's lights as John
Fiore and Charlie Anzalone made them flash and pulsate up
and down our spinal cords? Or the way Marilyn J. Rodgers
Tainted-The-Love or Wanted-Me-Baby at Compton's? Or City
Lights 1 fabulous fog era during the. wee hours on New
Year's Eve? Or those deeply late Monday nights when John
Fawlowski did Pink Floyd at the Villa? What happened?
Let's take a look at the systems.
CITY LIGHTS
This is without a doubt the most extensive system
of the group. Colored clear bulbs ring the dancefloor
and form a starburst over its center. There are two mir-
ror balls, several white 6earch spotlights, rotators at
each corner and banks of colored spots which shoot light
down concentrated lines of changing color.
But what have we seen recently, courtesy of the spin-
ners at this enormously popular club? The lights do not
follow the music. They are not made to help build the
mood. On any given night when I have been there recently,
it is mostly the lines of color spots that I see in ac-
tion. They blink, but not in any synchronization to the
music. When the rotators or search spots are used, they
bear no resemblance to the music's ebb and flow. The.
strobe light is an afterthought and does not integrate
well with the other effects. The system in conjunction
with its beatmatching controls is underused.
M.C. COMPTON'S
Along with this club's highly concentrated and de-
tailed sound system comes a light system less compound
than City Lights' but no less inspired in its flexible
design. Color spots ring the dancefloor. Two or three
spots hits a mirror ball at center floor. Well-placed
dual strobes are able to mesmerize. Three sets of triple
rotating spotlights cast colors directly onto the dance-
floor. Recently a blacklight has been added.
Recently, flourescent red and green gels have replaced
the more subtle colors in the color spots. Previous
Compton's DJ's have shown just what could be done with
this system, given a little thought and care. I have
spent many an evening in the booth here and I know that
the controls, properly manipulated, will result in helping
•*ate that bubblyparty atmosphere that has made this
Jiparatively remote club a legend in its own time.
It's time DJ f s Sherry and Debbie paid attention to
this important area. They might find their public more
responsive and more interested in the music.
THE VILLA CAPRI
There isn't a whole lot for DJ's John, Sammy and Bob
to work with here. Red, blue and green lamps are spookily
placed behind frosted ceiling panels. Two sides of the
dancefloor are hung with strips of clear red and blue
bulbs, each strip with its own generator. There is a
large-squared mirror ball lit by a single spot. A single
low-output strobe is rarely used. Recently, Fawlowski
installed a starburst with amber, blue and green bulbs
with its own generator.
Frankly this is a barebones system. But Pawlowski,
to the near exclusion of his associates, uses it to good
advantage most of the time. Perhaps since he put it in
and knows its advantages and limitations, he is the best
available in this area. But maybe it is just because he
cares.
A WRAP UP
It is clear that all three clubs have their light
problems. The DJ's are there every night and perhaps
because of this, they have become lax. But we who are
free to come and go as we plesse, have the opportunity
to judge. Why not ask them to become more responsive
to the possibilities of mood creation?
We ought to congratulate owners and PJ's alike for
their concern for some of our more publicizeable carnal
desires. Let us let them know how better they can con-
tinue to do this. It is Spring, Mr. and Ms. Gay Buffalo.
A time for revival and rejuvenation. Let us hope our DJ's
will re-liven, too, the art and craft of mind blowing with
lights as well as music.
Key West: Gay Hot Spot
Key West undoubtedly is Florida's most charismatic
island where people gather under the best sunshine this
country lias to offer. It is America's southernmost city
with scenic attractions as exciting as the Bahamas.
Gay guesthouses, restaurants and boutiques revel in
the tropical atmosphere. The days are lazy and the
nights are lighted with energy. Gays bikeride and sun-
bathe throughout town until the sunset calls for a change
of pace. Nightlife offers exotic bars and discos that
tranquilize the afternoon's winter heat.
A typical guesthouse runs between $60 and $90 a night
offering palm shaded pools, saunas and weekend tea dances.
The weathered wood structures are old homes built in the
early 1900's with a touch of New Orleans style. The Sea
Isle, for example, is an efficient house that rents you a
unit rather than a room. For $65 a day, I had the comfort
of a kitchen and living room. Complimentary mixed drinks
every afternoon at the pool deck added a nice touch. Ruby's
Guesthouse seems to be the most popular place to stay
among gays because of its close location to the strictly
commercial Dvvall Street. Ruby's is $75 a night in season
and is the largest guesthouse on the key.
History buffs amuse themselves by taking leisure
walks through Old Town to spectate at houses owned by
Ernest Hemingway, James Audubon and Harry Truman.
If you are enchanted by the sea, you can take a glass
bottom boat tour of the Atlantic for as cheap as $8.50 or
walk several blocks west to the Gulf of Mexico to sign up
for a snorkling trip. Both are common undertakings with
gay tourists, although travelers should be warned of the
snorkling and skin diving excursions, for they are more
adventurous than advertised. For $20 you are out at sea
continued page 11, column 2
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for four hours, which means there is no early return if
sea sickness strikes. Also, despite the brief lesson on
diving given by the instructors, I found they neglected
to show our crew how to maneuver ourselves properly while
in the intense swell of the ocean. This resulted in
sudden exhaustion for the most part. Nevertheless, this
sea venture was not a waste of money.
Bicycle rental shops are widespread. Since parking a
car on the island f s narrow streets is a problem, many folks
use two wheels as an alternative.
Nightlife in Key West is almost exclusive to gays.
A tourist can randomly choose a cafe or nightclub for a
cocktail and find that the clientel and owners are gay.
There is little need for gay guide books. Simply follow
the crowds. The Copa on Duvall Street is a sister disco
to the Copa in Fort Lauderdale. The owners are the same
as well as the basic design and lighting, except it is
smaller. While bar hopping down Duvall Street I found the
traffic of the crowds heading toward the Gulf end. I was
hearing of the Monster on Front Street near the wharf. So
I made my way to it and discovered it was not some creature
after all, but the best nightclub on the key. The Monster
is a cluster of indoor/outdoor bars with multi-leveled
tiers and good music. Drinks were expensive but worth it
because of the ambiance of lesbians and gay men having a
good time. Postnightlife snacking is also very expensive.
Out door patio restaurants are a favorite. Menus are
usually posted in front of each business as a warning of
steep prices.
Gays can get thorough listing of gay guesthouses by
calling the Key West Travel Bureau toll free at
1-800-221-6574 or 1-800-432-5330. Prices are also
available on request.
GLIMPSES OF LESBIAN HISTORY:
Voices From Our Past
(Editor's note: This is Part lof a three-part series
excerpted from the talks and papers of the Buffalo Women's
Oral History Project — Madeline Davis and Elizabeth Ken-
nedy with assistance from Wanda Edwards.)
Are Femmes Really Lesbians:
A Long Standing Controversy
In our research on the reproduction of roles, that is,
how roles are learned, we have discovered little material
on the learning of the femme role in the 1940's and '50s.
We do know that the femme role is less often a life-long
identity than the butch role. We also know that femmes
from this period are not apparent in great numbers today.
When asked where the femmes are, some narrators expressed
the opinion that they have become butches. There is a
common saying in the lesbian community: "Today's love
affair is tomorrow's competition."
Our narrators also pointed out that many femmes have
gone back to being straight. In fact, s good portion of
our butch narrators' lovers are no longer in the communi-
ty, but, rather, have left it to get married and/or raise
a family. There are, of course, some femmes who have
stayed out since the '40s and '50s, but. thus far we have
only interviewed a few of them. We could find no evi-
dence of role models for femmes. Our narrators seem to
feel that since being femme was a more "natural" thing
for a woman, femmes didn't need a role model.
This material on femmes inevitably raises the ques-
tion as to whether butches and femnes were considered
lesbians by the community of the '40s and T 5Cs. Interest-
ingly enough, we discovered that the community itself is
divided on this question. Two cf our narrators who came
out in the '40s disagreed with one another on the sub-
ject, and the discussion of the the issues eloquently re-
flects all the relevant points.
Leslie took the position that she is a lesbian, and
is never attracted to another lesbian. She is always at-
tracted to a more feminine type of person. /rden, on the
other hand, thought that all women who stay with women
are lesbians, as long as they don't flip back and forth
between men and women. Leslie then asked Arden about two
women who had been Arden's instructors in sex. These wo-
men had been married — didn't Arden consider them to be
bisexual? Arden said, "No, they didn't go back and forth.
Once they were in the crowd they stayed. It was good fun
and they liked it." Leslie was not convinced. She poin-
ted out that this was why some women chose this kind of
life- rather than being married. It requires less re-
sponsibility. Leslie then repeated her position: "I
think that a lesbian is a homosexual and never attracted
to another lesbian." Arden then repeated hers: "You
mean she is never attracted to another masculine one."
Then Arden finally remembered a feminine woman Leslie
had gone out with, who is still out. and has never been
with a nan. Arden considered her a lesbian. Still, Les-
lie did not agree: "I don't think so." She went on to
explain that in some women's cases they meet women who
are older than themselves and who instruct them, and that
shapes the way they are. This femme had been attracted
to Leslie in high school when she was sixteen. Maybe if
she had been twenty five it would have been different,
she would have been a more formed person. She got chan-
nelled into one kind of experience.
At another interview, these two friends continued
their disagreement. Leslie said that she has thought a-
bout this many times in her life, and maybe we shouldn't
write it down because it is only her personal opinion and
others wouldn't agree. "But women of all kinds get in-
volved in the fun of gay life. They like the fun and
freedom of gay life, and it has nothing to do with sex-
ual preference." Then Arden countered: "But also there
is another side. I think that there were many women who
liked being with women, who preferred women, but who got
the MRS. because they wanted that status."
When we asked Arden if she was saying that, although
femmes liked the freedom and fun of gay life, she also
thought that they actually preferred sex with women, she
replied, "Yes, I think many of them did." Then Leslie
pointed out that there were many reasons for this; ever
there you can get hung, because in those days, there was
no pill, so by being a lesbian, you could avoid getting
pregnant.
We asked them if it isn't a contradiction that they
were saying that these femmes are attracted to the gay
life because of the fun and the freedom from responsibil-
ity, yet earlier they said they didn't like the responsi-
bility of introducing someone to gay life because it was
a hard life. Arden responded that she hadn't wanted the
responsibility because she was not sure they were going
to be truly gay. Why go on this chase if they were not
going to be on it long. Leslie responded, true*to her
position, pointing out that "femrnes don't look like homos.
When they were walking on the street they didn't get any
harassment, so gay life was not that difficult for them.
The only time they had any trouble was when they would go
to the bar on Saturday night... The biggest problem is go-
ing out on the street, and who bothers a femme when she
goes out alone?"
This kind of disagreement was certainly not restrict-
ed to women of the *40s. A butch of the '50s illustrated
this same controversy and the insecurity it promoted in
relationships. "There was always that...jealousy. If
you'd see a femme looking at a man, you'd think, 'what
are you looking at him for?' You couldn't think of them
as a lesbian — a lesbian wouldn't do that." When pressed
further further, she said, "they're not as true as we are
...I bet mostly all of the old (butches) feel that way."
And, in fact, she proved to be correct. Most of the women
who identified themselves absolutely as butches, both in
the 'AOs and '50s and even now, continue to hold the opin-
ion that it is the butch who is the true lesbian. There
has always been an undercurrent of assumption throughout
this period that butchiness, a fundamental factor in the
building of public community, was so vital to lesbian
life, that the butch has always been considered to be the
REAL lesbian, and the femme's position as a true lesbian
was never established. Yet, without them, the role-iden-
tified community of the past would not have existed.
It is of interest to note that those women who did
not identify their role as strongly, also did not recog-
nize this controversy. Aid those who had identified
strongly, but whose definitions of being butch have
evolved with the influence of feminism and other changes
over time, recognize that, although they once held this
opinion, their concept of femmes and of what constitutes
a lesbian has also changed.
If you are a lesbian who was out in the the Buffalo
community during the 19305, f 4os or '50s, and would like
to contribute your memories to this research, please con-
tact the Buffalo Women's Oral History Project, 255 Park-
side Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y. 14214, or call 833-3662.
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ShoeLeather Express
by Marilyn J. Rodgers
Daughter Of All Women: Original Songs
Madeline Davis
available at EMMA, The Buffalo Women's Bookstore
and through Soft Shoulder Productions, 255 Parkside Aye,
Buffalo, NY, 14214, (716) 833-3662.
Being a "babe" in the gay community (4 years old and
about to enter kindergarden), listening to this collection
was like taking a crash college course for mc.
I have always heard so much about Madeline Davis and
her work for and with our community. It wasn't until I
listened to Daughter Of All Women that I realized that
someone else was saying there is more to the fight than
demonstrations, inarches and riots.
Ms. Davis is a minstrel, not just a performer. A
performer sings songs and dances about to entertain. A.
minstrel does all that—plus tells a story for all of us
to interpret and learn from.
Daughter Of All Women is an education for both the
gay community and others who may care enough to listen.
It's packed with experiences and contemplations of our
lifestyles, and, maybe, a few lessons we all might learn
by comparing those thoughts to our own individual worlds.
Ms. Davis tells us that we are not alone and then
shows us "the other side of the fence," so to speak, in
several cuts: "Stonewall Nation"—soft strains of unity
without disrupting threats, without unrest, but with
maturity! Uhy not?; "Woman Child"—another soft piece
that comforts our fears in a lullabye form, showing us
a way to find a place for each other jm each other, fin-
ding a renewal strength and comfort in our lives; "My
Mother Was A Lady"—a strong and valiant-sounding piece
that tells of frustrations in dealing with the world's
"truisms" that we all may have experienced at one time
or another. The lesson to be learned from this cut?
Well, personally, I felt it was truth in belief and
pride. Yes, "with women I am free!"; "Boots Of Leather"—
a cut filled with realizations of an understanding of
the history of womanhood as we and many others know it.
It shows us both sides of the coin—strength and gentle-
ness.
In "Addicts," a complex piece that cries out to the
individual rather than the group, Madeline touches on all
phases of life. Whether we be men or women, gay or
straight, why do we run away and hide from life v»ith our
own individual addictions? Let us, rather, be addicted
to one another.
On a lighter note, "You Are A Circus" is filled with
comparisons of happy times in a relationship. T-imes that
we all may be able to relate to in one way or another.
It's light and happy. A good tune for a sunny summer's
day.
And finally, "Sunshine Lady" is emotion-packed,
filled with remembrances of a new love—or, maybe even— Tf.» s a happy plea to take a chance. It's vr>
to the listeners to fit their experiences in.
A trip into your inner-most thoughts. A road to
understanding, trimmed with gorgeous vocals and delightful
guitar rifts—just for you. Daughter £f All Women by
Madeline Davis. A must for any serious collector or
thinker. Try it out, if you care...
Out and About
by Hanford Searl Jr.
Rating Code: 1-5 tickets with five representing a top
buy, the best, while only a fifth of a stub indicates
something less-than-total rapture. Tear away!
Melba Moore
Tralfamadore Cafe / March 26
Tickets: $8.50
Fating: FIVE TICKETS
There's definitely something-to-be-said for Broadway
training, sas evidenced by this magical Saturday night,
one of six, exciting SRO shows for Melba Moore.
It was this Capitol Recording artist's third time
playing for the QUEEN City, her fourth upcoming at Art-
park's annual Jazz Festival in August. This memorable
engagement underscores the importance of catching her
along the banks of the lover Niagara River this summer.
Her hour-plus, 12-song showcase was perfectly tailor-
ed to her exuberant, stylish executions, ranging from up-
lifting ballads to disco-rockers. Her enunciation and
abundant stage presence were flawless.
Starting a'capella, Ms. Moore slid into a clear,
strong popish, "There's A New World," the first of several
songs featuring her trademark, sustained notes.
Disco/rocker, "Got To Make You Mine," captured her
ability to poke serious fun at lyrics and message, under-
lining her piercing, pleasant vocal musicianship.
Semi-funk, inspirational ballad, "The Other Side of
the Rainbow," her latest LP title track, brought rousing
cheers from the audience. Most recent single release,
"Under Love," contained dance-oriented, 4/4 rhythms and
an interesting guitar line.
Her brief salute to Broadway, her first show, "Hair,"
and "Purlie," for which she copped a Tony, preceded
Cheryl Lynn's super ballad, "I've Never Been To Mc,"
spotlighting relevant patter in between the reflective
lyrics.
Then Miss Moore illuminated the otherwise staid Eec
Cee's hit, "You Stepped Into My Life," with a funky,
soulful rendition, sure-to-be-a-hit if recorded. This
segment afforded her the opportunity to introduce her
talented, energetic five-piece band.
Scoring best during this effort was John Adams, for-
merly with Change, on electric keys and vocals in a solo
shot that had the SRO crowd standing and yelling. Lead
guitarist Jeffrey VJashington, also on vocals, was a close
second to Adams. Drummer Calvin Jones, bassist Mark Eas-
ley and musical director/pianist Eric Rheal added in-
dividual spots.
Easy-listening ballad, "I Am His Lady," mellow themed
"Easy To Say, Hard To Do" from the Soap, "All My Children,"
(which has featured Ms. Moore) and semi-funk/disco-ish,
"Love's Comin' Atcha," combined with "Take My Love" pre-
ceded her final selection.
Semi-Gospelish "Lean On Mc," again spotlighting her
super vocal control and amicable projected image, comple-
ted her tight, cohesive set.
Planning to record a new LP, Melba Moore has just
scratched-the-surface, the mere tip-of-her-unlimited,
talented iceberg during a desolute time in the disarrayed
music industry, which desperately needs more genuine, up-
beat personalities like hers to quench a thirsty, dis-
spirited record buyer, show-goer.
For, in my 10 years of reviewing for several major
daily newspapers and Billboard Magazine here, in Los
Angeles and Las Vegas, one thing is clear. We need more
artists like MELBA MOORE!
Upcoming, Don't-Miss Shows at the Tralf: The Dazz
Band, April 9; Robin Flower, April 17; The Dave Grisman
Quartet, April 29; Stan Getz, May 6; and Father Guido
Sarducci, May 13. HAPPY EASTER!
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"Querelle" -Gay Film Preview
German director Rainer Werner Fassbinder
,
s final film,
"Querelle," based on the homoerotic novel by Jean Genet,
is making its nationwide release in eight cities April 22,
possibly including Toronto.
Released by Triumph Films, a Columbia/Gaumont Compan}r ,
the controversial movie stars Erad Davis, Jeanne Moreau,
and Franco Nero, leading a cast of 13.
The 36 year old Fassbinder, who died of a drug over-
dose last June, guided mainstream-star Davis, known for
his breakthrough film, "Midnight Express," in his most
demanding role-to-date as that of Querelle, the loner,
sailor-hustier.
Moreau, an accomplished French actress and recording
artist, portrays Lysiane, the rapacious Madame, while the
strikingly handsome Nero, best-known for his role of
Lancelot in the motion picture-musical, "Camelot," port-
trays Querelle
,
s commander, Lieutenant Seblon.
Genet*s 1947 novel follows QuerelleI s, at first, vio-
lent, self-destructive personality, intwining his life in
drug deals, murder and contemptuous bisexual involvements
prior to discovering real love in a caring, gay relation-
ship.
The film deals with his alteration from seducer,
hardened, in~control user to that of a vulnerable, caring
person, as it also examines the myriad of characters he
meets in various situations.
A daring departure for Brad Davis, seen recently in
Oscar winner, "Chariots of Fire," the movie depicts imp-
lied but direct sexual contacts, something most mainstream
Hollywood actors shun.
Fassbinder, openly gay, as was Genet, is known for
his gay characters in such films as "The Bitter Tears of
Petra Yon Kant," "Fox and Eis Friends" and "In a Year of
13 Moons."
A recent reivew in The Advocate gave "Querelle" a
favorable write-up, and, according to Howard Karren, pub-
licist for the film, Toronto may be selected in its first
market release. Buffalo or Rochester are also being
considered.
Buffalo enjoyed the special preview screenings and
month-long play of 20th Century Fox's breakthrough movie,
"Making Love," in 1982, when hometown boy and "ML"
screenwriter Barry Sandler returned to Western New York
to participate in the festivities.
Brad Davis (right) portrays a dangerously seductive sailor, in R. W. Fassbinder s final film. "QUERELIE" shown here with Germanactor Dteter
Schidor, (left) who also produced the film, which is being released by Triumph Films, a Columbia/Gaumont Company.
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iOC *Jke €£mwood Jteatket Shop
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Custom Leathers Leather Repairs 1077 Elmwood Aye.
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Fifth Freedom lAliiMTf ADS
$2 for first 15 words, 10-cents each additional word. Send to FIFTH FREEDOM,
P.O. Box 155, EHicott Station, buffalo, New York 14205.
Gay Sex This enlightening new book *f y°u need products such as leather
shows positions seldom ever considered. handcuffs, elbow cuffs, body harnes-
A must to complete your library. Send ses, studded and spiked items, etc.
$4.95 to Quality Pub. Dept. 104, Box Come to Elmwood Leathers, 1077 Elm-
-542, Morongo Valley, California 92256 wood Aye., Buffalo, N.Y. 885-4110.
The Lambda Association of Body- National Gay Contact Club-Men And
builders. For info, write: L.A.8.8. Women. Low rates. SASE: Dean, PC
P.O. Box 25, Kew Gardens Sta., New Box 26044, San Jose, Calif. 95159
York, N.Y. 11415. Woman with motorcycle permit is
Submissive male, 35, seek dominant looking for another motorcyclist to
lesbian for mistress-slave rela- sPend tlme on c road Preparing
tionship. M educated, sincere and for road test ' $3- 35 hr ' For morediscreet, seek same. Write PO Box information: leave message for
19, Buffalo, N.Y. 14216. ' Llnda at the GLCC' 886-1274John's Spring Yard Sale: Apr 16-18. —**ggji.am.ffl.ilITU86 St. James PI. off Chapin Pkwy. tM«|f 9Iip]FfJCTCC9
Objects d r junk for the discrimin- DCSCIPt SlfVlNlftf
ating buyer. YOU'LL LOVE 1T,."., > »*' ' , ; -
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The Filth Freedom's aTH A* W&ie
GAY DIRECTORY OF BUFFALO PROUD
— & ASSISTANCE gay law students organization (glso): transvestite sufport group (androgyny):
THE GAY HOTLINE: Tel. 881-5335. Coun- Room 118 O'Brian Hall, Amherst Campus, Social and support group for gay and
seling help with gay life. Information SUNYAB; 14260. Tel. 636-2161. Office non-gay cross dressers. Send a SASE
on the gay community. Staffed by hours Tues.-Thurs., 3:30-5:30 pm. Meet- for a personal reply. Phone number will
trained volunteers of the Mattachine ings are held regularly on Thursdays at 6et a confidential return call. For in-
Society. Hours Mon-Fri, 7-10 pm, week- 5:30 pm in Room 118, oTBrian0 T Brian Hall. formation write J. Storm, PO Box 302,
end hours vary Buffalo, NY, 14205
GAY PROFESSIONALS (GF): PO Box 73,
GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER: Tel. Niagara Square Station, Buffalo, NY UNITED CHURCH COALITION FOR LESBIAN/886-1274 on Mon, Wed, Fri, 7-9 pm and 14202. A social group for gay men and GAY CONCERNS: Support for persons com-
Sat', 2-4 pm. Information about GLCC lesbians who prefer an organization mitted to lesbian and gay concerns
and gay community. Answering machine with a low profiie . Meetings held the within Protestant Church. Call 836-
-provides info about GLCC and records second Tuesday and fourth Monday each 7503 for information,messages at other times. month. Contact Tom Hammond for loca-, tion and information; 842-2750 days or
PUBLICATIONS 855-0267 evenings. RESTAURANT
THE FIFTH FREEDOM, PO Box 155, Ellicott attttm ditctattbaatt ia c<- n ffa i n
14205 Tel: 881-5335 GAY RIGHTS FOR OLDER WOMEN (GROW): A |LLEN RESTAURANT 16 Allen St, Buff lo,
support group for lesbians 28 years and NY Telephone: 881-0586
older. Meetings held every other Fri. BARS
C%orAMI7ATIONK at Women*s Studies College, 108 Win-ORC NIZ i S
spear Aye. Contact GLCC ?or information CITY_LIGHTS, 729 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
Telephone: 856-5630
AFFIRMATION (NEW YORK/ONTARIO CHAPTER): GAY UNITY NIAGARA (GUN): PO Box 692, DIANE DUFF'S LITTLE CLUB, 750 Main St.,
c/o Tall Pines, 388 Grover Road, East "" Niagara Falls, Ontario Canada L2E6VS Buffalo,N.Y. Telephone: 855-8586
Aurora, New York, 14052. Contact Hanford Canadian Gay organization for the dqminQUE'S, 20 Allen St., Buffalo, N.Y.
Searl Jr, 652-1193 or Ken Rasmussen. Niagara Peninsula. Telephone: 886-8694
An organization for Gay Mormons. Meets
monthly in a social/spiritual environ- LOCKFORT GAY SUPPORT GROUP: PO Box 140, M.C. COMPTON'S, 1239 Niagara St., Near
ment, non-gays and non-Mormons welcome. Lockport, HT, 14094. Breckenridge, Buffalo, N.Y. Tel 886-8751
.-^n, n, „,„,„,„, „„„ „,„ „„», ,™ MATTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA FRON- VILLA CAPRI, 926 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS FOR GAY MEN «| TIER, INC.: PO Box 155, Ellicott Sta- Telephone: 886-9469
LSI™Bs "Open Mind Group of AA"; PO Buffalo, NY 14205. For informa- ——"", 39??,« s°" Staticn > SU"5U" NeW tion call 881-5335. An organization «MH§
second floor Board Room. Gay Hotline and FIFTE FREEDOM. Meets
Telephone. 835-6711
Lxve and Let Live. AA Group ; c/o Aβ- the first and third Sunday each month MORGAN SAUNA, 655 Main St., Buffalo N.Y.
Cem\i?™?l ' Linked Aye, Buffalo, flt 7:30 preceeded by a pot luck Telephone: 852-2153NY 14209. Meets every Friday, 8:30 Pm d±nner afc 6 . 30 at Un±tarian church> OUT OF TOWN BARSat Ascension Church
Support groups for alcoholics or any-
Elmwood Aye at West Ferry St. BLUE 80Y5,520 Niagara St. Niagara Falls,
one with a drinking problem. New York Telephone: 284-0152
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH OF BUFFALO B iG MIKE'S CAFE, 201 Winsor St, James-
COUNTRY FRIENDS: PO Box 106, Clarence (MCC): P. 0. BOX 114, E. Amherst, NY town, N.Y. Telephone: 483-9267
Center, NY, 14032. Gay women's social 14051. Contact Rev. Sherry L. Kennedy at
group meets outside the city. All ages 689-0890. An interdenominational Chris- LIZZY BORDON'S, 3412 W. 12th St., Erie,
welcome. tian church offering support, worship PA - Telephone: (814) 833-4360
and fellowship to the lesbian and gay VINCENT'S, 1101 State St., Erie, PA. TelDIGNITY/BUFFALO: PO Box 75, Ellicott community. Services every Sunday, 6:30 -ephone: (814) 453-7709
Station, Buffalo, NY, 14205. Call 874- pm, at the Unitarian Church of Amherst, ■
4139 for information (evenings). An 6320 Main St., Williamsville. PQOKSTORES
organization for Gay Catholics and EMMA, BUFFALO WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE, 168 Elm
Christians. Prayer meeting every Sun- PRESBYTERIANS FOR LESBIAN AND GAY CON- -wood Aye., Near North St., Telephone:
day at 1:30. Worship services first CERNS (PLGC): The Buffalo chapter of 885-2285. Lesbian and select gay books &
and third Sunday of each month, along this national organization meets monthly other items.
with a pot luck dinner the first Sun. for support, education, and advocacy. „_• _ A>TTA „„,„ _ t/S#> _ _
a v e!L«M *-uirA c,,r, r«, « i v/ «.t. • r • ■.. j n VILLAGE BOOKS AND NEWS, 3102 Delaware Ayand business mtg. third Sun. Gays, lesbians, their families, and all ————-=—r— o-,-7 cr.o-7 T, ~ _, . ' .. Kenmore, N.Y. Telephone 877-5027. Largeconcerned are welcome. For information, *..>.* • i_ i r
nnll n« 4j vr t? i oo ioon selection of gay magazines, paperbacks &
EMOTIONAL SELF HELP FOE GAYS: for people
call Davld McFarlane at 632-1330. tabloids .
who need support in dealing with TALKING LEAVES, 3144 Main St., Buffalo,emotional or nervous difficulties. For DEAF SOCIETY OF WNY: P0 Box N.Y. Telephone: 837-8554 Gay periodicals
time and location of meetings call 9356> mdtomi Plaza> Roches ter, NY, gay novels , books of general interest.823-0537 or the GLCC at 886-1274. U6o**. Support group for gays with
hearing impairments and friends. mmmmmme^mmmmrnKmemmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
PO
YBo^ls9s?^lic^NsStio^Eßuffalo,' RELATIVES AND FRIENDS OF GAYS: Sup- Interested in a gay hiking club?
NY 14205. Tel. 886-1274. Located at P°*t group for non-gays who have gay GAY TRAILS is such an organization,
97 Rhode Island St, Buffalo. Meetings or lesbian friends or relatives.
and u^^^^/^^ik^n^
held the first and third Tuesday each Meetings held the third Wednesday of
the Brucettall Ca ada,
month, informal coffeehouse every Fri- each month, 7-8:30 pm at Child and
F °r information, contact,
day 7-10 pm. Everyone welcome Family Services, 330 Delaware Are Gay Trails
(use rear entrance off parking lot on Box 1053,MP0
GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE (GALA): 207 Tracy St and ring bell to be admitted) St. Catherines, Ontario
falbert Hall, Amherst Campus, SUNYAB, For information call Tom Hammond, L2R7A3
14260. Tel. 636-3063, 12-5 pm daily. 842-2750 (days) or 855-0267 (evenings) (416) 685-6431
Coffeehouse each Fri, 9 pm in 107 before 9 am weekdays
Townsend Hall, Main St. campus. .
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